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Abstract: A new technique for terahertz time-domain ellipsometry is presented. Information
of reflection coefficients of the sample in two orthogonal polarizations is encoded on the same
terahertz trace by using a birefringent medium. This allows for single measurement refractive
index extraction without the need for a moving analyzer. A comparison of the complex refractive
index measurements of optical grade fused silica and non birefringent sapphire are carried out
both in reflection ellipsometry and with a standard terahertz transmission spectrometer showing
good agreement.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Terahertz-time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is becoming a widespread technique to measure
optical properties in many kinds of scenarios ranging from research laboratories to industrial
environments [1–3], being the transmission configuration the most common due to its high
accuracy and reliability. However, in certain applications a reflection setup is more convenient
due to either elevated absorption of the material or difficulty in accessing the back of the
sample. In these cases, typical sample-reference measurements suffer from phase errors due to
misalignments between sample and reference mirror which are difficult to overcome [4,5], this is
why self-referencing methods such as [6] or ellipsometry, are best suited.
In THz reflection ellipsometry, information from the sample is obtained by measuring the
reflection coefficient in two polarization directions. Conventional ellipsometry is performed in
a two-step configuration, in which the angle of one of the polarizers is mechanically changed
to select the desired polarization (parallel or perpendicular to the incidence plane) [7–9]. One
method to speed up the measurement is fast mechanical polarization modulation [10,11]. Also,
instruments with simultaneous polarization measurement have been proposed based on balanced
electrooptical detection of orthogonal polarizations [12,13]. Here, a new method that eliminates
the need to turn the polarizers based on a birefringent medium is proposed. Mechanical elements
are avoided just by adding a single passive component. The method simplifies measurements
since, after initial system calibration, all later measurements are self-referenced and all the
information needed for the extraction of the optical properties is recorded in one single terahertz
trace.
2. Method
The technique described in this work employs the scheme outlined in Fig. 1. The polarization of
the emitter and the first polarizer (P1) are set to the same angle α. This is needed to ensure that
no cross-polarization coming from the antenna goes though the setup.
The signal after P1 passes through element B which is a flat window of birefringent material
with its fast axis matching the direction parallel to the plane of incidence. After B, each
polarization will acquire a different time delay due to the refractive index of each axis, as well as a
different attenuation. By introducing this element, there is no need for an analyzer polarizer since
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the THz ellipsometry setup. P1 and P2 are THz wire grid polarizers.
B is a birefringent c-cut sapphire plate. The red pulse shapes show the evolution of the
temporal waveform of the THz signal along the path of the ellipsometer.
p- and s- polarizations are already separated in time. Due to the pulsed nature of time-domain
terahertz systems, information is stored in a very short span of time and interference between
polarizations is easily avoidable, which allows for typical ellipsometric data extraction [7] after
processing of the temporal trace.
Radiation reflected on the sample will then change its amplitude and phase according to Fresnel










where δ = f (n0 − ne)d/c is the phase difference introduced by the birefringent material that
depends on the complex ordinary and extraordinary indexes (no, ne), the thickness d of the
material, the frequency f of the incoming wave and c, the speed of light in vacuum. The
transmission coefficients of the birefringent window are denoted by tpb and tsb; rp and rs are the
reflection coefficients of the sample.
Finally, the THz signal arrives at another polarizer oriented at 45◦ and the time trace is recorded
by a receiver whose polarization axis is also oriented at the same angle. This setup ensures
a balanced measurement of both polarizations and the detected signal is proportional to the








Each term in Eq. (2) corresponds to the complex amplitude of the pulses in Fig. 2. If the time
delay between the two contributions ∆t = (no − ne)d/c is greater than the pulse duration, it will
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be possible to separate the pulses corresponding to the two polarizations by applying a window
function to each one.
Fig. 2. In solid line, raw recording of the pulses after an ellipsometric measurement. In
dashed line, windows used to separate orthogonal polarizations.
Separation of the pulses is best achieved by using a window function that distorts the pulses as
little as possible. This is achieved with two cosine-tapered rectangular windows that meet at a
certain delay position in between the pulses. This middle position is calculated for each trace
following the criteria that the extracted optical parameters using a given pair of windows show
the least amount of ripple. For this, a minimization of the Total Variation of the refractive index
is performed in the frequency range with maximal signal to noise ratio. [14].
After windowing, the ellipsometric quantity ρmeas is computed by dividing the Fourier












In order to obtain the ellipsometric parameter of the sample ρ = rp/rs, two additional measure-
ments, are needed to substract the effect of the birefringent window. This one-time calibration is
performed by measuring a mirror instead of the sample material. In each of the measurements
the birefringent window is turned to align its fast and slow axis respectively with the polarization
angle of P1. This results in the acquisition of two traces that only show one pulse and carry the
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To obtain the complex refractive index N = n − iκ of the sample, the exact analytical solution of
the dielectric permittivity ε in terms of ρ was used [15] and then, its square root was taken.
N =
√







In ellipsometric measurements made in the visible spectrum, the effect of the uneven surface of
the sample that may contain thin films of other materials has to be taken into account. Drude
proposed a correction for the phase of the ρ parameter [15], however, this correction depends
inversely on the wavelength of the incident light that is, typically, around 1 µm. Since THz
ellipsometry employs light whose wavelength is 300 times greater than that of optical ellipsometry,
it can be assumed that Eq. (7) provides a good approximation.
3. Results and discussion
Measurements have been carried out using the setup shown in Fig. 1. It is based on an all-fiber
implementation using pigtailed photoconductive antennas and a femtosecond pulse laser at 1550
nm with a repetition rate of 100 MHz. A set of lenses made of TPX polymer, with 35.5 mm clear
aperture and a focal length of 50 mm are used for collimation and focusing of the radiation. This
system provides an effective bandwidth of 1.5 THz and a maximum dynamic range of 60 dB after
averaging 200 traces. The polarizers used in this setup have been characterized by measuring the
ratio of the amplitudes transmitted at the passing and blocking positions. Result in Fig. 3 shows a
polarization extinction ratio better than 25 dB from 0.2 to 1 THz.
Fig. 3. Frequency characteristics of the employed wire grid polarizers.
Recording of the THz signal is achieved by sampling the electric current generated in the
receiver when a delayed copy of the laser pulse illuminating the emitter arrives at the antenna. A
voice-coil driven optical delay line (ODL) controls the delay of the sampling pulse and allows
mapping the full shape of the signal in the time domain at a speed of 10 traces per second.
The birefringent material used was a 15 mm thick sapphire plate cut with the c-axis parallel
to its faces. Sapphire is a convenient material since shows a birefringency of around 0.32 and
an absorption of 1 cm−1 at 1THz [16,17]. Measurements have shown that the Sapphire plate
introduces a delay of 17.2 ps. The thicker thewindow, the better to separate polarization-dependent
traces.
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To prove the feasibility of this technique, measurements where carried out using samples of
two materials: 5mm thick UV grade fused silica and 5 mm thick optical grade sapphire cut along
the ordinary axis, so there is no birefringence in the propagation direction. Both materials where
also measured in transmission configuration to obtain a reference value of their refractive index.
Figure 2 shows the shape of the temporal trace for the silica measurement. After windowing
and performing the Fourier transform of the pulses, the ρ parameter is found using Eq. (6). Then,
Eq. (7) is used to obtain the refractive index of the sample.
For the results shown in Fig. 4, 5 sets of 200 traces per material were recorded with an angle
of incidence θ close to the Brewster angle. This is done so that the relative amplitude of p- and s-
components is most different and thus, sensitivity in the value of the ellipsometric parameter is
improved. The angular position of the first polarizer P1 and the emitter antenna is set to α = 18◦
following [18] in order to minimize the error sensitivity on the angular position of B an P1.
Fig. 4. Real (red) and imaginary (blue) parts of the refractive index of fused silica measured
at an incident angle of 50◦ (a) and ordinary axis sapphire measured at an incidence angle of
70◦ (b) obtained with the proposed ellipsometric technique. Continuous lines correspond to
transmission measurements. Smoothing is carried out by zero padding the temporal trace.
Refractive index calculations were performed for each set and then their average value was
taken. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The error bars come from the error propagation of the
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variables with the most uncertainty, which are the incidence angle and the angular orientation of
the birefringent plate. Refractive indexes obtained in transmission mode and using time delayed
ellipsometry agree with the typical margin in conventional THz ellipsometry [18,19].
The delay introduced by the birefringent medium limits the trace length for each pulse, which
bounds the frequency resolution of this approach. For that reason, this technique might be better
suited for measuring materials with flat or slowly changing refractive index. The maximum trace
length is in the order of the delay introduced by the sapphire window which, for the setup used in
the experiments, allows for a frequency resolution of approximately 60 GHz.
In addition, some degree of interference between the two pulses in the trace can appear due to
the presence of water vapor in the optical path of the ellipsometer. Water vapor effect in THz
pulses is seen as an oscillating tail that accounts for the absorption of the rotational transitions of
the H2O molecule [20]. Due to the proximity of the two pulses, the tail of the first one can affect
the recorded amplitude of the second one changing this way the obtained refractive index. In the
frequency domain, water vapour creates absorption peaks that distort the shape of the spectra and
are prone to cause artifacts in the optical parameters like the ones observed in Fig. 4 at around
0.55 THz. In order to avoid this pulse interference, care has been taken to align the birefringent
window axis in such a way that the smaller p- component traverses the fast axis, gets recorded
first in time and therefore, a lower amount of tail distortion is applied to the slower s- pulse.
Another factor to be taken into account in the system is the correct alignment of the optical
axis of the birefringent plate with the axis of the polarizers. This was done by placing and then
rotating the sapphire window between two polarizers set to 0◦ and 90◦ until the THz signal
at the receiver was minimal. At any other angle not matching the optical axis, the incoming
polarization would split in two mutually delayed pulses with polarizations not crossed to the
second polarizer and thus, some signal would be detected. Mechanical components in this setup
allowed an accuracy in the optical axis of 1◦ following this method. In order to measure the
effect of a possible misalignment, ellipsometric measurements of a HRFZ silicon sample where
conducted with the birefringent window in different angular positions deviating from the correct
one. Then, an average refractive index in the range of 0.2 to 1 THz was obtained and its value for
Fig. 5. Real part of the refractive index of HRFZ silicon calculated for different angular
positions of the birefringent plate averaged from 0.2 to 1 THz. Dashed line corresponds to
the refractive index measured in transmission.
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different angles can be seen in Fig. 5. There, it is shown that deviation due to a 1◦ misalignment
of the window produces an error in the refractive index of 2%.
4. Conclusion
It has been shown that moving elements in terahertz ellipsometry can be easily removed only by
adding a passive element, i.e. a birefringent crystal. Experimental results on fused silica and
sapphire show good agreement with transmission spectroscopy. Applications such as industrial
quality control and in-line monitoring, where simple instruments are a need, will benefit from
this approach.
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